Country chic

This local photo shoot was shot at Bryngarw House in Bridgend
and followed a green, ivory and white colour scheme
Images courtesy of Liga Stevenson Photography

C

ardiff-based photographer Liga Stevenson of Liga Stevenson Photography
teamed up with some of the region’s best suppliers to create this beautiful shoot
at Bryngarw House. “Our goal was to create an elegant and sophisticated set of images.
The venue was perfect and it inspired us to use earthy tones for our colour scheme,”
says Liga.

Fashion and beauty
The gorgeous dresses were supplied by Coco Mio Bridal. “We choose three different
gowns that we felt would complement the décor and colour scheme. The ﬁrst dress
was from designer Pronovias, it was a traditional ﬁshtail gown that we paired with lace
three-quarter-length sleeves. The other two were from designer Aire Barcelona, one
was ﬁgure-hugging with an open back and the other was a satin gown with a large
ivory bow,” says Aoife O’Gorman.
Biha Rose Make-up did the models hair and make-up. “I wanted to create
an elegant and glamorous look. I used soft brown tones on the eyes, a beautiful
highlighter and lip gloss to create a modern look,” says Sabiha Al-adawy.
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Setting the scene
The venue was styled by Lumi Event Design. “We wanted
to create a greenery inspired look with candles and an
abundance of foliage. We used tall glass vases with hanging
lanterns as centrepieces and classic green and white
ﬂowers to complement the venues stunning décor,” says
Lisa Parsons.
The stationery was provided by Paper Date Stationery.
“I designed this collection speciﬁcally for the shoot, I
named it ‘Dusty Miller’ after the plant that inspired it. I
used white uncoated paper and rustic Kraft envelopes with
a hint of silver to create a luxurious yet earthy feel,” says
Sessy Watkins. The stunning ﬂower wall was supplied by
Blooms Events Wales. “I used roses, peonies and hydrangeas
to create a beautiful backdrop and I feel it worked really
well with the botanical theme,” says Gemma Thomas.

Contributors to the shoot
Photographer | Liga Stevenson Photography | ligastevensonphotography.com | Venue | Bryngarw House | bryngarwhouse.com
Dresses | Coco Mio Bridal | cocomiobridal.com | Make-up | Biha Rose Makeup | biharosemakeup.co.uk
Venue styling | Lumi Event Design | lumieventdesign.com | Flowers | Blooms Events Hire Wales | bloomsevents.co.uk
Stationery | Paper Date Stationery | paperdate.co.uk | Candles | Flamingo Candles | ﬂamingocandles.co.uk
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